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Abstract
Wepropose a long-distance continuous-variable quantumkeydistribution (CVQKD)with a four-state
protocol usingnon-Gaussian state-discriminationdetection. Aphoton subtractionoperation,which is
deployed at the transmitter, is used for splitting the signal required for generating the non-Gaussian
operation to lengthen themaximumtransmissiondistance of theCVQKD.Whereby an improved state-
discriminationdetector,which canbe deemedas an optimizedquantummeasurement that allows the
discriminationof nonorthogonal coherent states beating the standard quantum limit, is applied at the
receiver to codetermine themeasurement resultwith the conventional coherent detector. By tactfully
exploiting themultiplexing technique, the resulting signals canbe simultaneously transmitted through
anuntrusted quantumchannel, and subsequently sent to the state-discriminationdetector and coherent
detector, respectively. Security analysis shows that the proposed scheme can lengthen themaximum
transmission distance up tohundreds of kilometers. Furthermore, by taking thefinite-size effect and
composable security into accountweobtain the tightest boundof the secure distance,which ismore
practical than that obtained in the asymptotic limit.

1. Introduction

Quantumkeydistribution (QKD) [1–3] is one of themost practical applications of quantumcryptography,whose
goal is to provide an elegantway that allows two remote legitimate partners, Alice andBob, to establish a sequence
of randomsecure key over insecure quantumand classical channels. Its security is provided by the lawsof quantum
physics [4, 5].

For decades, continuous-variable (CV)QKD [6–13]has been a hotspot ofQKD research due to its simple
implementationwith state-of-art techniques [14, 15]. It has been shown to be secure against arbitrary collective
attacks, which are optimal in both the asymptotic limit [12, 13, 16, 17] and thefinite-size regime [18, 19].
Recently, CVQKD is further proved to be secure against collective attacks in a composable security framework
[20], which is the security analysis by carefully considering every detailed step in theCVQKD system.

In general, there are twomainmodulation approaches inCVQKD, i.e., Gaussianmodulated CVQKD [6–8]
and discretelymodulatedCVQKD [9–13]. In thefirst approach, the transmitter Alice usually continuously
encodes key bits in the quadratures (x̂ and p̂) of the opticalfieldwithGaussianmodulation [21], while the
receiver Bob can restore the secret key through a high-speed and high-efficiency coherent detector (i.e.,
homodyne or heterodyne detector) [15, 22]. This scheme usually has a repetition rate higher than that of single-
photon detections so thatGaussianmodulatedCVQKDcould potentially achieve higher secret key rate, whereas
it seems unfortunately limited tomuch shorter distance than its discrete-variable counterpart [12]. The key
problem is that the reconciliation efficiencyβ is quite low forGaussianmodulation, especially in the long-
distance transmission. To solve this problem, one has to design a perfect error correcting codewhich ismore
suitable than the LDPC code at very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, this kind of error correcting code
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is relatively hard to design and implement. Fortunately, there exists another way to solve the problem, that is,
using discretemodulation such as the four-state CVQKDprotocol, proposed by Leverrier et al [13]. This
discretelymodulatedCVQKDgenerates four nonorthogonal coherent states and exploits the sign of the
measured quadrature of each state to encode information rather than using the quadrature x̂ or p̂ itself. This is
the reason that the sign of themeasured quadrature is already the discrete value towhich themost excellent
error-correcting codes are suitable even at very low SNR.Consequently, the four-state CVQKDprotocol has the
merits of both high reconciliation efficiency in the long-distance transmission and the security proof of CVQKD
so that it could improve themaximal transmission distance of CVQKD.

Currently, photon-subtractionoperation,which is a kindof non-Gaussianoperation in essence, has been
demonstrated theoretically and experimentally to extend the transmissiondistance of theCVQKDusing two-mode
entangled states [23–25]due to the fact that a suitable photon-subtractionoperationwould increase the entanglement
degree of two-mode entangled state and thereby increase the correlationbetween the twooutputmodes of two-mode
entangled state. Since the entanglement-based (EB) scheme is equivalent to theprepare-and-measure (PM)one, this
operation canbe employedpractically implemented inprotocols using coherent stateswith existing technologies.

Furthermore, although ahigh-speed andhigh-efficiencyhomodyneorheterodynedetector canbeused
effectively tomeasure the receivedquantumstate, the inherent quantumuncertainty (noise) still prevents the
nonorthogonal coherent states frombeingdistinguishedwithperfect accuracy [26–28]. Even if the detector is ideal
withperfect detection efficiency, the receiver cannot still obtain theprecise result. The conventional ideal detector can
only achieve the standardquantum limit (SQL)whichdefines theminimumerrorwithwhichnonorthogonal states
canbedistinguishedbydirectmeasurement of thephysical property of the light, e.g. quadrature x̂ or p̂. Actually,
there exists a lower error boundknownas theHelstrombound [29]which is allowedbyquantummechanics, and this
boundcanbe achievedbydesigning excellent state-discrimination strategies. Recently, awell-behaved state-
discriminationdetector has beenproposed tounconditionally discriminate among fournonorthogonal coherent
states inQPSKmodulation [26]. This detector canbeat the SQLbyusingphoton counting and adaptive
measurements in the formof fast feedback and thus approachor achieve theHelstrombound.Therefore, the
performanceofCVQKDwouldbe improvedby taking advantage of thiswell-behaved state-discriminationdetector.

Inspiredby the aforementioned advantages,whichhavebeen analyzed in theory and subsequently demonstrated
with simulations and experiments, in this paper,wepropose a long-distanceCVQKDusingnon-Gaussian state-
discriminationdetection. Insteadof the traditionalGaussianmodulationwhich continuously encodes information
into bothquadrature x̂ andquadrature p̂, thediscretely-modulated four-stateCVQKDprotocol is adopted as the
fundamental communicationprotocol since it canwell tolerate lower SNR, leading to the long-distance transmission
comparedwith itsGaussian-modulated counterpart.Meanwhile, a photon subtractionoperation is deployed at the
transmitter,where it is not onlyused for splitting the incoming signal, but also improving theperformanceof
CVQKDas it has proven tobebeneficial for lengthening themaximal transmissiondistance.Moreover, an improved
state-discriminationdetector is applied at the receiver to codetermine themeasurement resultwith coherent detector.
The state-discriminationdetector canbedeemedas the optimizedquantummeasurement for the received
nonorthogonal coherent states so that it could surpass the SQL.As a result, one canobtain aprecise result of incoming
signal inQPSK formatwith thehelpof the state-discriminationdetector. By exploitingmultiplexing technique, the
yielded signals canbe simultaneously transmitted through anuntrustedquantumchannel, and subsequently sent to
the improved state-discriminationdetector and the coherent detector.Theproposed long-distanceCVQKDscheme
can greatly increase the secure transmissiondistance and thus outperforms the existingCVQKDprotocols in termsof
themaximal transmissiondistance. Taking thefinite-size effect and composable security into accountweobtain the
tightest boundof the secure distance,which ismorepractical than that obtained in asymptotic limit.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, wefirst introduce the discretelymodulated CVQKD
protocols, in particular, the four-state CVQKDprotocol, and then demonstrate the proposed long-distance
CVQKD scheme. In section 3, we elaborate the characteristics of the photon-subtraction operation and the
principle of improved state-discrimination detector. Numeric simulation and performance analysis are
discussed in section 4, andfinally conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Long-distance CVQKDscheme

Weconsider the four-state CVQKDprotocol as a fundamental communication protocol for the proposed
scheme, since the discretely-modulated protocol ismore suitable for long-distance transmission (lower SNR)
and it could be extended larger than its Gaussianmodulation counterparts. Furthermore, the transmission
distance of the four-state CVQKDprotocol can be enhanced by performing a proper photon-subtraction
operation and applying awell-behaved state-discrimination detector. Tomake the derivation self-contained, in
this section, wefirst briefly describe the discretelymodulated four-state CVQKDprotocol, and then give the
detail structure of the long-distance CVQKD scheme.
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2.1. Four-state CVQKDprotocol
In general, the four-state CVQKDprotocol is derived fromdiscretelymodulatedCVQKD,which can be
generalized to the onewithN coherent states a añ = ñp∣ ∣ ek

N k Ni2 , where kä{0, 1, ... ,N} [10]. For the four-state
CVQKDprotocol, we have a añ = ñp+∣ ∣ ( )ek

k4 i 2 1 4 , where kä{0, 1, 2, 3},α is a positive number related to the
modulation variance of coherent state asVM=2α2.

Let us consider the PMversion of the four-state CVQKDprotocol first. Alice randomly chooses one of the
coherent states a ñ∣ k

4 and sends it to the remote Bob through a lossy and noisy quantum channel, which is
characterized by a transmission efficiency η and an excess noise ε.WhenBob receives themodulated coherent
states, he can apply either homodyne or heterodyne detector with detection efficiency τ and electronics noise vel
tomeasure arbitrary one of the two quadratures x̂ or p̂ (or both quadratures). Themixture state that Bob
received can be expressedwith the following form

år a a= ñá
=

∣ ∣ ( )1

4
. 1

k
k k4

0

3
4 4

Aftermeasurement, Bob then reveals the absolute values ofmeasurement results through a classical
authenticated channel and keeps their signs. Alice and Bob exploit the signs to generate the raw key. After
conducting post-processing procedure, they can finally establish a correlated sequence of random secure key.

The PMversion of the protocol is equivalent to the EB version, which ismore convenient for security
analysis. In EB version, Alice prepares a pure two-mode entangled state
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are the non-Gaussian states, and the state f ñ∣ m is given by
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Consequently, themixture state ρ4 can be expressed by
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LetA andB, respectively, denote the two outputmodes of the bipartite two-mode entangled state Y ñ∣ â,4 and b̂
denote the annihilation operators applying tomodeA andB, respectively.We have the covariancematrixΓAB of
the bipartite state Y ñ∣ 4 with the following form
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where  andσz represent diag(1,1) and diag(1,−1), respectively, and
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Note that the addition arithmetic should be operatedwithmodulo 4. The detailed derivation of the four-state
CVQKDprotocol can be found in [12].
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After preparing the two-mode entangled state Y ñ∣ 4 with varianceV=1+VM, Alice performs projective
measurements y yñá =∣ ∣ ( )k 0, 1, 2, 3k k onmodeA, which projects anothermodeB onto a coherent state a ñ∣ k

4 .
Alice subsequently sendsmodeB to Bob through the quantum channel. Bob then applies homodyne (or
heterodyne) detection tomeasure the incomingmodeB. Finally, the two trusted parties Alice and Bob extract a
string of secret key by using error correction and privacy amplification.

2.2. Long-distance discretelymodulatedCVQKD
Inwhat follows, we elaborate the long-distance discretelymodulatedCVQKD scheme. This novel scheme is
based on the four-state CVQKDprotocol so that its transmission distance could be extendedmore largely
comparingwith the continuousmodulation counterparts.We focus on the principle of thewhole long-distance
CVQKD scheme first, leaving the detailed techniques description to the next section.

As shown infigure 1, a source of the two-mode entangled state (Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) state) is
used for creating a secure key [30]. After Alice prepares the entangled state Y ñ∣ 4 , she performs heterodyne
detection on one half (modeA) of the state and sends another half (modeB) to the photon-subtraction operation
(themodule within the green box). This non-Gaussian operation ismodeled by a beam splitter (BS)with
transmittanceμ and a vacuum state ñ∣0 imports the unused port of the BS. As a result, the incoming signal (mode
B) is then divided into two parts by the photon-subtraction operation. There are two advantages for applying
photon-subtraction operation. Firstly, putting a proper non-Gaussian operation at Alice’s side has been proven
to be beneficial for lengthening themaximal transmission distance of the traditional CVQKD [25], because this
operation can be deemed the preparation trusted noise controlled byAlice, which canwell prevent the
eavesdropper from acquiring communication information [23, 31]. Secondly, the photon-subtraction
operation tactfully provides amethod to divide the incoming signal into two parts, which are themodeB1
containingmost photons for homodyne (or heterodyne) detector and themodeC containing a few subtracted j
photons (or even one) for state-discrimination detector, respectively. The two parts of signal are subsequently
recombined by using the polarization-multiplexing techniquewith a polarizing BS (PBS). The recombinational
modeB2 is then sent to the lossy and insecure quantum channel.

In the EBCVQKD scheme, the quantum channel is replaced by an eavesdropper (say Eve)who performs the
collectiveGaussian attack strategy. This attacks is proved to be an optimal attack strategy in direct and reverse
reconciliation (RR) protocols. Very recently, Leverrier [32] shows that it is sufficient to prove the security of
CVQKDagainst collectiveGaussian attacks in order to obtain security against general attacks, therefore
confirming rigorously the belief that collectiveGaussian attacks are indeed optimal against CVQKD. In this kind
of attacks, Eve usually prepares her ancillary system in a product state and each ancilla interacts individually with
a single pulse sent by Alice, being later stored in a quantummemory [33]. The tripartite state then reads,

år y= ñá Ä
Ä⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( )∣ ∣ ( )P a a a . 10

a
a

a
n

ABE BE

After eavesdropping the communication revealed byAlice and Bob in the data post-processing, Eve applies the
optimal collectivemeasurement on the ensemble of stored ancilla to steal the secret information. In particular,

Figure 1. Schematic diagramof the long-distance CVQKD.Alice detects one half of the EPR state (the blue box) using heterodyne
detectionwhile another half is sent to the photon-subtractionmodule (the green box)which splits the incoming signal into twoparts.
The two parts are then recombined by using the polarization-multiplexing technique and subsequently sent to Bob. Eve replaces the
quantum channel and performs the optimal entangling cloner attack during the transmission. Bob demultiplexes the incoming signal
andmeasures one of themusing homodyne or heterodyne detector, whereas the othermode is sent to the state-discrimination
detector (the purple box). BS denotes beam splitter, PBS denotes polarizing beam splitter, DPCdenotes dynamic polarization
controller, and PNRD stands for photon number resolving detector.
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Eve can launch the so called entangling cloner [17, 21, 34] attackwhich is a kind of collectiveGaussian attack.
Specifically, Eve replaces the channel with transmittance η and excess noise referred to the inputχ by preparing
the ancilla ñ∣E with varianceW and a BSwith transmittance η. The valueW can be tuned tomatch the noise of the
real channelχline=(1−η)/η+ε. After that, Eve keeps onemodeE1 of ñ∣E and injects themode E2 into the
unused port of the BS and thus acquires the outputmodeE3. After repeating this process for each pulse, Eve
stores her ancillamodes, E1 andE3, in quantummemories. Finally, Evemeasures the exact quadrature onE1 and
E3 after Alice and Bob reveal the classical communication information. Themeasurement ofE1 allows her to
decrease the noise added byE3.

After passing the untrusted quantum channel, Bob applies another PBSwith dynamic polarization
controller to demultiplex the incoming signal. One of the demultiplexedmodesB4 is then sent to Bob’s
homodyne or heterodyne detector which ismodeled by a BSwith transmittance τ and its electronic noise is
modeled by an EPR state with variance vel. ThemodeD is synchronously sent to the state-discrimination
detector to improve the system’s performance.

This long-distance CVQKD scheme subtly combines themerits of the four-state CVQKDprotocol and
photon-subtraction operation in terms of lengtheningmaximal transmission distance, surpassing the SQL via
the state-discrimination detector.

3. Techniques

In this sectionwe show the detailed characteristics of the photon-subtraction operation and the state-
discrimination detector that can be used for beating the SQL.

3.1. Photon-subtraction operation
As shown infigure 1, we suggest the EBCVQKDwith photon-subtraction operation (the green box) applied at
Alice’s station, where othermodules are temporarily ignored. Alice uses a BSwith transmittanceμ to split the
incomingmodeB and the vacuum stateC0 intomodesB1 andC. The yielded tripartite state rACB1

can be
expressed by

r = Yñ áY Ä ñá[∣ ∣ ∣ ∣] ( )†U U0 0 . 11ACB BS 4 4 BS1

Subsequently a photon-number-resolving detector (PNRD, black dotted box at Alice’s side) is adopted to
measuremodeC by applying positive operator-valuedmeasurement (POVM) P P{ ˆ ˆ },0 1 [35]. The photon
number of subtraction j depends on P = ñáˆ ∣ ∣j j1 . Onlywhen the POVMelement P̂1 clicks canAlice and Bob

keepA andB1. The photon-subtracted state rP̂
AB1

1 is given by

r
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where trX(·) is the partial trace of themulti-mode quantum state and rP( ˆ )trACB ACB11 1
is the success probability of

subtracting j photons, which can be calculated as
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whereCn
j is combinatorial number and x = a

a+1 2
.

After passing the BS, it is worth noticing that the subtracted state rP̂
AB1

1 is notGaussian anymore, while its
entanglement degree increases with the introduction of the photon-subtraction operation [23, 25].

Due to the fact that heterodyne detection on one half of the EPR state will project the other half onto a
coherent state, which is convenient to implement in experimentation, we take into account a situationwhere
Alice performs heterodyne detection andBob executes homodyne detection. Suppose G( )

AB
j

1
represents the

covariancematrix of rP̂
AB1

1 , and it can be given by
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where
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See [24] for the detailed calculations.
Note that for the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme, the PNRDwhich is placed at Alice’s side is

removed, whereas the subtractedmodeCwhich is supposed to enter the PNRD is recombinedwithmodeB1 in a
PBS by using polarization-multiplexing technique. The task of resolving subtracted photon number is therefore
handed over to the state-discrimination detector at Bob’s side.

3.2. State-discrimination detector
Wedesign a state-discrimination detector to increase the performance of theCVQKDcoupledwith photon-
subtraction operation. This quantumdetector can unconditionally discriminate four nonorthogonal coherent
states inQPSKmodulationwith the error probabilities lower than the SQL.

As shown infigure 2, we depict the structure of the improved state-discrimination detector using photon
number resolving and adaptivemeasurements [36–38] in the formof fast feedback. This state-discrimination
detector containsM times adaptivemeasurements in the field of añ∣ . For eachmeasurement i(iä{0,1,L,M}),
the strategyfirst prepares a predicted state b ñ∣ i which has the highest probability based on the current data in

classicalmemory. Subsequently, a displacement bˆ ( )D i is adopted to displace añ∣ to a b- ñ∣ i and a PNRD is used
to detect the number of photons of the displaced field. If the predicted state is correct, i.e., b añ = ñ P∣ ∣ ,i 0 will
click, because the inputfield is displaced to vacuum so that the PNRDcannot detect any photon [26]. Note that
different from the photon-subtraction operationwhereΠ0 clicks represents the failure of subtracting photon,
Π0 clicks here denotes that the improved state-discrimination strategy has correctly predicted the input state.
This successful prediction ismarked as li= 0, otherwise li= 1. After the ith adaptivemeasurement, the strategy
calculates the posterior probabilities of all possible states (a añ ñ∣ ∣,i i0 1 , a ñ∣ i2 and a ñ∣ i3 ) using Bayesian inference
according to the present label history LHist and predicted history D̂Hist (Note that for nowβihas already been
added to the D̂Hist with previous data to collectively calculate these probabilities), and designates themost
probable state as b ñ+∣ i 1 , which is deemed as an input for next feedback. In each feedback period, the probabilities
of all possible states are updated dynamically and the posterior probabilities of period i become prior
probabilities in period i+1. The rule of Bayesian inference can be expressed as

a b b a añ = ñ ñ({∣ }∣ ) ( ∣ {∣ }) ({∣ }) ( )P Pl A l, , , 16i i i ipo pr

where a bñ({∣ }∣ )P l,i ipo and añ({∣ })Ppr are the posterior and prior probabilities, respectively,  b añ( ∣ {∣ })l ,i i is
conditional Poissonian probability of observing the detection result li for añ∣ displaced byfieldβi, andA is the
normalization factor calculated by summing equation (16) over all possible states. Bayesian inference is a
method of statistical inference inwhichBayes theorem is used to update the probability for a hypothesis asmore
evidence or information becomes available. Therefore, the final decision b ñ+∣ M 1 of the input state añ∣ can be
predicted in the last adaptivemeasurementM using iterative Bayesian inference [28].

Figure 2. Schematic diagramof the improved state-discrimination detector using photon number resolving and adaptive
measurements in the formof feedback.
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This kind of strategies could surpass the SQL and approach theHelstromboundwith the help of high
bandwidth and high detection efficiency.Mathematically, the SQL for discriminating the four nonorthogonal
coherent state inQPSKmodulation can be expressed by
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2
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¥
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2
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and theHelstrombound for theQPSK signals can be approximated by using the square-rootmeasure [10],
which can be calculated by
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2
are eigenvalues of Grammatrix forQPSK signals. As

the improved state-discrimination detector is parallel with homodyne or heterodyne detector at Bob’s side, the
ultimate detection of the states is codetermined by the coherent detector and the state-discrimination detector.
From the perspective of information-theoretical sense, we can define an improvement ratio ζ to depict how
much performance could the state-discrimination detector enhance theCVQKD system, namely

z =
-
-

( )
( )P

P

1

1
, 20

M
rec

SQL

where ( )P M
rec represents the error probability of state-discrimination detector withM adaptivemeasurements.

Theoretically, the detector could reach theHelstromboundwhenM is large enough. Therefore, the optimal
improvement ratio ζopt can be calculated by considering theminimumerror probability allowed by quantum
mechanics. Thuswe have

z =
-
-

( )P

P

1

1
. 21opt

Hel

SQL

Infigure 3, we illustrate the error probabilities of discriminating the four nonorthogonal coherent states and
the improvement ratio as functions ofmean photon number á ñn . The blue dashed line shows the SQL towhich
the conventional and ideal coherent detector can achieve, while the blue solid line shows that the state-
discrimination detector with 10 adaptivemeasurements is below the SQL and approaches theHelstrombound
(the blue dotted line). The red dashed linewith squares denotes the optimal improvement ratiowhich descends
quickly with the increasedmean photon number but still above 1. Therefore, the proposed detection strategy
that consists of state-discrimination detector and coherent detector could improve the performance of CVQKD
system, satisfying the requirement of long-distance transmission.

Figure 3.Error probabilities for discriminatingQPSK states and improvement ratio as functions ofmean photon number á ñn . The
dashed line denotes the standard quantum limit, the solid line denotes the state-discrimination detectorwith 10 adaptive
measurements, the dotted line denotesHelstrombound and the red dashed linewith squares denotes improvement ratio.
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4. Performance and discussion

In this section, we show the performance of the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewith numeric
simulation results. To simplify the expression, we only focus on a scenario that Bob performs homodyne
detection andRR in the data post-processing procedure.

4.1. Parameter optimization
Wefirst demonstrate the optimal values of simulated parameters before giving the performance of secret key
rate. It is known that the optimal photon-subtraction operation inGaussian-modulated CVQKDcan be
achievedwhen only one photon is subtracted [23, 24], whichmeans that subtracting one photon is the preferred
operation to improve the transmission distance. For the proposed long-distance discretely-modulated CVQKD
scheme, we show the success probability of subtracting j( j=1, 2, 3, 4, 5) photons as a function of transmittance
μ infigure 4. Similar to its Gaussian-modulated counterpart, the success probability of subtracting one photon
( j= 1, blue line) outperforms other numbers of photon subtraction and the success probability decreases with
the increase of the number of subtracted photons.Meanwhile, as shown infigure 3, the red dashed linewith
squares depicts the improvement ratio of the improved state-discrimination detector. It is obvious that the
highest value of the improvement can be obtainedwithmean photon number á ñ =n̄ 1. This coincidence
( = á ñ =¯j n 1) allows us to obtain the optimal performance by tactfully combining photon-subtraction
operation and state-discrimination detector together.More specifically, the one photon subtracted by photon-
subtraction operation at Alice’ side is detected by state-discrimination detector at Bob’ side, and bothmodules
performoptimally as one photonmeets the optimal requirements. Therefore, we consider the optimal one-
photon subtraction operation in subsequent simulations to show the best performance of the proposed scheme.

Because channel loss and excess noise are two of themost important factors that would have an effect on the
performance of CVQKD system [39], the performance of these parameters with differentmodulation variance
VM needs to be illustrated. Infigures 5 and 6, solid lines denote the performance of the proposed long-distance
CVQKD schemewith the optimal one-photon subtraction operation, while dashed lines represent the four-state
CVQKDprotocol as a comparison, and their secret key rates change asVM changes. The global simulation
parameters are as follows: reconciliation efficiency isβ=95%, quantum efficiency of Bob’s detection is τ=0.6
and electronic noise is vel=0.05. Infigure 5, excess noise ε and other parameters arefixed to legitimate values,
the numerical areas ofVM are compressed for the four-state CVQKDprotocol when channel loss increases, and
the secret key rate decreases rapidlywith the increase of channel loss.While for the proposed long-distance
CVQKD scheme,VM can be set to a large range of values and its secret key rate increases with the increasedVM

even though the secret key rate also decreases as channel loss increases, whichmeans the performance of the
proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewould be consecutively improved theoretically when themodulation
variance is set large enough.However, this cannot be realized in practice, thus themodulation varianceVMmust
be set to a reasonable value in simulations. Infigure 6, transmission distance, which is proportional to the
channel loss (0.2 dB km−1), and other parameters arefixed. For the four-state CVQKDprotocol, its optimal
regions ofVM are also compressedwith the increased excess noise ε. Fortunately, there is only slight impact on
the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewith one-photon subtractionwhen excess noise ε changes.

Figure 4. Success probability of subtracting j photons for discretelymodulatedCVQKDwith different transmittancesμ. The lines
from top to bottom represent one-photon subtraction (blue line), two-photon subtraction (red line), three-photon subtraction
(yellow line), four-photon subtraction (purple line) andfive-photon subtraction (green line).
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It shows the proposed scheme greatly outperforms the four-state CVQKDprotocol in terms of tolerable channel
excess noise. The reasonsmay be given as follows. Firstly, excess noise can be deemed channel imperfections
which deteriorate the correlation between the two outputmodes, while photon-subtraction operation canwell
enhance the correlationwhich is positively related to entanglement degree of EPR state and thus improves the
performance of CVQKD system [23, 25]. Rendering theCVQKD system that applied this non-Gaussian
operation toleratesmore higher excess noise. Secondly, the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme is not very
sensitive to the noise with the help of state-discrimination detector, whichmeans Bob can obtainmore correct
results without performing very precisemeasurement on quadrature x̂ or/and p̂. The reason is that the raw key
inGaussianmodulated CVQKDprotocol is tremendously affected by channel excess noise (and imperfect
coherent detector) since its information is directly encoded in quadratures. In the four-state CVQKDprotocol,
the information is encoded inQPSKmodulationwhich can be unconditionally discriminated by the state-
discrimination detector [26]. Therefore, the detection strategy could predict incoming state using probability-
basedmethod, i.e. Bayesian inference, thus alleviating the impact of excess noise.

4.2. Secret key rates
Up to now,we have derived the parameters thatmay largely affect the CVQKD system. Inwhat follows, we
consider the secret key rate of the proposedCVQKD scheme. In general, the asymptotic secret key rate can be

Figure 5.Asymptotic secret key rate as a function ofmodulation varianceVM in different channel losses with excess noise ε=0.01.
Solid lines denote the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewith optimal one-photon subtraction, dashed lines represent the four-
state CVQKDprotocol. Channel losses are set to 12 dB (blue lines), 16 dB (red lines), 20 dB (yellow lines) and 24 dB (green lines),
respectively. Inset (a) is the extended graphwithVM to 10. Inset (b) shows the optimalμ for the current secret key rate as a function of
modulation varianceVM.

Figure 6.Asymptotic secret key rate as a function ofmodulation varianceVM in different excess noises with transmission distance
d=100 km. Solid lines denote the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewith optimal one-photon subtraction, dashed lines
represent the four-state CVQKDprotocol. Excess noises are set to 0.002 (blue lines), 0.005 (red lines), 0.008 (yellow lines) and 0.01
(green lines), respectively. Inset (a) is themagnified graphwithVM limited from0.12 to 0.13. Inset (b) shows the optimalμ for the
current secret key rate as a function ofmodulation varianceVM.
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calculatedwith the form

b= -( ) ( ) ( )K I A B S E B: : , 22asym

whereβ is the efficiency for RR, I(A :B) is the Shannonmutual information betweenAlice and Bob, and S(E :B)
is theHolevo bound [40] of themutual information between Eve andBob. For the proposedCVQKDprotocol,
the asymptotic secret key rate in equation (22) can be rewritten by

bz= -P [ ( ) ( )] ( )( )
ˆ

K P I A B S E B: : . 23jasym opt
1

As previouslymentioned, P
( )
ˆ

P j
1 represents the probability of successful subtracting j photons and ζopt depicts the

improvement ratio of the introduced state-discrimination detector. Detailed calculation of the asymptotic secret
key rate can be found in appendix A.

Infigure 7, we depict the asymptotic secret key rate as a function of transmission distance for theCVQKD
protocol. Red line shows the original four-state protocol proposed in [13], yellow line denotes the optimal one-
photon subtraction scheme forGaussianmodulated coherent state proposed in [24], blue line represents the
scheme of four-state protocol with one-photon subtraction, and the green line denotes the proposed long-
distanceCVQKD scheme using non-Gaussian state-discrimination detector. Themodulation varianceVM of
above protocols is optimized except for the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme since its secret key rate is
monotonic increasing in a large range of themodulation varianceVM, whichmeans that the performance of the
proposed scheme can be further improvedwhenVM is set to larger value. However, from the perspective of fair
comparison and practical significance, themodulation varianceVM of the proposed long-distance CVQKD
scheme is reasonably set as same as its fundamental communication protocol, i.e., the four-state CVQKD
protocol. As shown in figure 7, the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme outperforms all other CVQKD
protocols in terms ofmaximum transmission distance up to 330 km. Therefore, the proposed long-distance
CVQKD scheme using non-Gaussian state-discrimination detector could bemore suitable for long-distance
transmission.Note that this distance record is limited by the secret key ratemore than 10−6 bits per pulse, and it
can be further extendedwhen one considers the secret key rate below this bound.

In addition, finite-size effect [41]needs to be taken into consideration, since the length of secret key is
impossibly unlimited in practice.Moreover, one canmake the assumption in the asymptotic case that the
quantum channel is perfectly known before the transmission is performed, while in finite-size scenario, one
actually does not know the characteristics of the quantum channel in advance. Because a part of exchanged
signals has to be used for parameter estimation rather than generates the secret key. As shown infigure 8, the
performance of the proposedCVQKD scheme infinite-size regime is outperformed by that obtained in
asymptotic limit. Themaximum transmission distance significantly decreases when the number of total
exchanged signalsN decreases. However, it still has a large improvement when comparingwith original four-
state CVQKDprotocol and its Gaussian-modulated protocol counterpart which also take finite-size effect into
account. Notice that the performance in thefinite-size regimewill converge to the asymtotic case ifN is large
enough. The detailed calculation of secret key rate in the finite-size regime can be found in appendix B.

Finally, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme in composable
security framework. The composable security is the enhancement of security based on uncertainty of the

Figure 7.Asymptotic secret key rate as a function of transmission distancewith excess noise ε=0.01. Red line shows the original
four-state protocol, yellow line denotes the optimal one-photon subtraction scheme for theGaussianmodulated coherent state, blue
line represents the scheme of four-state protocol with one-photon subtraction, and the green line denotes the proposed long-distance
scheme using non-Gaussian state-discrimination detector.
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finite-size effect [18] so that one can obtain the tightest secure bound of the protocol by carefully considering
every detailed step inCVQKD system [20]. Infigure 9, we show the secret key rate of the proposed long-distance
CVQKD schemewith one-photon subtraction operation in the case of composable security, as a function of
total exchanged signalsN. The performance ismore pessimistic than that obtained in the finite-size regime,
let alone in the asymptotic limit. For example, assuming thatN=1014 and theminimal secret key rate is limited
to above 10−6 bis per pulse, themaximal transmission distance infinite-size regime is approximate 320 km
(purple line in figure 8), while themaximal transmission distance is reduced to approximate 260 km (light blue
line infigure 9)when one considers the proposed scheme in composable security framework. Therefore, the
composable security, which takes the failure probabilities of every step into account, is the strictest theoretic
security analysis of CVQKD system so that one can obtainmore practical secure bound. In addition, the
composable secret key rate also approaches the asymptotic value for very largeN (dashed lines). The detailed
calculation of the secret key rate for composable security is shown in appendix C.

The asymptotic limit, the finite-size scenario and the composable security framework are the efficient
approaches to evaluate the performance of CVQKD system. Although the results varywith the different
approach, the trends of the performance are similar. Therefore, the proposed long-distance CVQKDusing non-
Gaussian state-discrimination detector can beat other existingCVQKDprotocols in terms ofmaximal
transmission distance and thusmeet the requirement of long-distance transmission.

Figure 8. Finite-size secret key rate of the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewith one-photon subtraction as a function of
transmission distance. The excess noise is set to ε=0.01. From left to right, the solid lines correspond to block lengths ofN=108,
1010, 1012, 1014, 1015 and 1016, and the red dashed line denotes the asymptotic case. The secret key rate is null for a block length of 104.

Figure 9.Composable secret key rate of the proposed long-distance CVQKDwith one-photon subtraction as a function ofN, the
number of exchanged signals. From top to bottom, solid lines denote the distances of d=40, 80, 120 and 160 km. The dashed lines
correspond to the respective asymptotic case. Inset shows the composable secret key rate of the proposed scheme at long-distance
range, the lines from top to bottomdenote the distances of d=260, 280, 300 and 320 km, respectively. Excess noise is ε=0.01,
discretization parameter is d=5, robustness parameter is òrob�10−2 and security parameter is ò=10−20. Other intermediate
parameters can be found in appendix C.
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5. Conclusion

Wehave suggested a novel long-distance CVQKDusing non-Gaussian state-discrimination detector. The
discretely-modulated four-state CVQKDprotocol is adopted as the fundamental communication protocol
since it canwell tolerate the lower SNR and hence it ismore suitable for the long-distance transmission
compared with its Gaussian-modulated counterpart.We deploy a non-Gaussian operation, i.e. photon-
subtraction operation at the transmitter, where the photon-subtraction operation is not only used for splitting
the signal, but also used for lengthening the transmission distance of CVQKD.Meanwhile, an improved state-
discrimination detector is applied at the receiver to codetermine themeasurement result with coherent
detector. The state-discrimination detector can be deemed as the optimized quantummeasurement for the
received nonorthogonal coherent states, beating the SQL using adaptivemeasurements in the form of fast
feedback. Therefore, Bob can obtainmore precise result of incoming signal in theQPSKmodulationwith the
help of the state-discrimination detector. By exploitingmultiplexing technique, the yielded signals are
simultaneously transmitted through an untrusted quantum channel, and subsequently sent to the state-
discrimination detector and coherent detector, respectively. Security analysis shows that the proposed scheme
can lengthen themaximal transmission distance, and thus outperform other existing CVQKDprotocols.
Furthermore, by taking the finite-size effect and the composable security into account we obtain the tightest
bound of the secure distance, which ismore practical than that obtained in asymptotic limit. In terms of
possible future research, it would be interesting to design an experiment to implement this long-distance
CVQKD scheme for its practical security analysis.
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AppendixA. Calculation of asymptotic secret key rate

Weconsider the calculation of asymptotic secret key rates of the proposed long-distance CVQKD schemewhere
Alice performs heterodyne detection andBob performs homodyne detection, respectively. Note that the state

rP̂
AB1

1 is notGaussian anymore after photon-subtraction operation, we thus cannot directly use results of the

conventional GaussianCVQKD to calculate the secret key rate. Fortunately, the secret key rate of state rP̂
AB1

1 is

more than that of theGaussian state r ˆ
AB
G

1
counterpart which has the identical covariancematrix according to

extremity of theGaussian quantum states [21, 42, 43]. Therefore, the lower bound of the asymptotic secret key
rate under optimal collective attack can be given by

bz= -P [ ( ) ( )] ( )( )
ˆ

K P I A B S E B: : , A1jasym opt
1

whereβ is the efficiency for RR, I(A :B) is the Shannonmutual information betweenAlice and Bob, and S(E :B)
is theHolevo bound [40] of themutual information between Eve andBob.

Assuming that Alice’s heterodyne detection and PBSs used formultiplexing are perfect, and Bob’s
homodyne detector is characterized by an transmittance τ and electronic noise vel, then the detection-added
noise referred to Bob’s input can be given byχhom=[(1−τ)+vel]/τ. In addition, the channel-added noise is
expressed byχline=(1−η)/η+ε. Therefore, the total noise referred to the channel input can be calculated by
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After passing the untrusted quantum channel, the covariancematrix G( )
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has the form as follows
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As a result, the Shannonmutual information betweenAlice andBob, I(A :B), can be calculated by
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whereVA=(a+1)/2,VB=b and
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After Bob applies homodynemeasurement, Eve purifies thewhole system so that themutual information
between Eve andBob can be expressed as
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where theVonNeumann entropyG(x) is given by
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Appendix B. Secret key rate in thefinite-size scenario

In the traditional CVQKDprotocol, the secret key rate calculated by taking finite-size effect into account is
expressed as [41]

b= - - D[ ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )K
n

N
I A B S E B n: : , B1fini PE

whereβ and I(A :B) are as same as the aforementioned definitions,N denotes the total exchanged signals and n
denotes the number of signals that is used for sharing key betweenAlice and Bob. The remained signals
m=N−n is used for parameter estimation. òPE is the failure probability of parameter estimation and the
parameterΔ(n) is related to the security of the privacy amplification, which is given by


D = + +( ) ( )

( ¯ )
( ) ( )n

n n
2 dim 3

log 2 2
log 1 , B2B

2
2 PA

where ̄ is a smoothing parameter, òPA is the failure probability of privacy amplification, andB is theHilbert
space corresponding to the Bob’s raw key. Since the raw key is usually encoded on binary bits, we have

 =dim 2B . For the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme, the secret key rate in equation (B1) can be
rewritten as

bz= - - D
P

[ ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )( )
ˆ

K
nP

N
I A B S E B n: : . B3

j
fini opt

1

PE

In thefinite-size scenario,  ( )S E B:
PE

needs to be calculated in parameter estimation procedure where one
canfind a covariancematrix G PE

whichminimizes the secret key rate with a probability of -1 PE and can be
calculated bym couples of correlated variables = ( )x y,i i i m1 in the following form
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where h=t andσ2=1+η(ε−3) are compatible withm sampled data except with probability òPE/2. The
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where t andσ2 are the authentic values of the parameters. In order tomaximize the value of theHolevo
information between Eve andBobwith the statistics except with probability òPE, we compute tmin (the lower
bound of t) and smax

2 (the upper bound ofσ2) in the limit of largem, namely
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The above-mentioned error probabilities can be set to

  = = =¯ ( )10 . B8PE PA
10

Finally, one can calculate the secret key rate in the finite-size scenario using the derived bounds tmin and smax
2 .

AppendixC. Secret key rate of theCVQKD in composable security

Wedetail the generation of secret key rate of the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme provided by
composable security framework. In table C1, we show the definition of parameters in the composable security
case. Before the calculation, we give a theoremof composable security for the proposed scheme [20].

The proposed long-distance CVQKDprotocol is ò-secure against collective attacks if
        = + + + +2 sm PE cor ent and if thefinal key length n is chosen such that



 - W W W

- - D - D -

ˆ ( ) ( )

( )

n NH U NF2 , ,

leak 2 log
1

2
, C1

a b cMLE
max max min

EC AEP ent

where ˆ ( )H UMLE is the empiric entropy ofU, themaximum likelihood estimator (MLE) ofH(U) to be
= -å =

ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆH U p plogi i iMLE 1
2d

with =ˆ ˆpi
n

dN
i denotes the relative frequency of obtaining the value i, and n̂i is the

number of times the variableU takes the value i for iä{1,L, 2d}, F is the function computing theHolevo
information between Eve andBob, and

TableC1.The parameters of the proposed scheme in the
composable security framework.

Parameter Definition

N Total number of exchanged light pulses

n Size offinal key if the protocol did not abort

d Number of bits onwhich eachmeasurement

result is encoded

leakEC Size of Bob’s communication toAlice during

error correction step

òPE Maximum failure probability of parameter

estimation step

òcor Small probability of the failure that the keys of

Alice and Bob donot identical and the protocol

did not abort

nPE Number of bits that Bob sends to Alice during

parameter estimation step

Wa
max ,Wb

max , Bounds on covariancematrix elements, which

Wc
min must be apt in the realization of the protocol
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Now,we consider the calculation of secret key rate of the proposed long-distance CVQKD scheme provided
by composable security framework. Since the transmission channel is characterized by transmissivity η and
excess noise ε, the followingmodel is used for error correction

b = -( ) ˆ ( )( )I A B H
n

: 2
1

2
leak , C4UMLE EC

where I(A :B) represents themutual information betweenAlice andBob,β denotes the reconciliation efficiency.
For the proposed protocol, we obtain
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Moreover, assuming that the success probability of parameter estimation is at least 0.99, and hence the
robustness of the proposed protocol is òrob�10−2. Consequently, the values of randomvariables ∣∣ ∣∣ ∣∣ ∣∣X Y,2 2

and á ñX Y, satisfy the following restraints

 + ¢∣∣ ∣∣ ( ) ( )X N N X3 , C62

 h c+ ¢ +∣∣ ∣∣ ( )( ) ( )Y N N Y3 , C72
line

 há ñ - ¢( ) ( )X Y N N Z, 3 . C84

The above-mentioned restraints can be achieved from the covariancematrix G( )
AB
j

3
of the proposedCVQKD

scheme. According to these bounds, we have the definitions
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Finally, we can calculate the secret key rate of the proposed scheme provided by composable security as follows

 bz
e

= - - W W W - D + D +P ⎜ ⎟
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In addition, we should optimize over all parameters compatible with ò=10−20. However, in order to
simplify the data process, wemake the following choices

    = = = = =- - ( )10 , 10 . C13sm
21

PE cor ent
41

which slightly sub-optimizes the performance of the proposedCVQKDprotocol [20].
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